2019 NCFB YF&R PRIZES

**Achievement Award**

**First Place** –
- Trip to AFBF Convention for winner and spouse
- RTV
- Plaque

**Runners Up** –
- $500 from NCFB

**YF&R Discussion Meet**

**First Place** –
- Trip to AFBF Convention for winner and spouse
- RTV
- Plaque

**Runners Up** –
- $500 from NCFB

**Excellence in Agriculture**

**First Place** –
- Trip to AFBF Convention for winner and spouse
- RTV
- Plaque

**Runners Up** –
- $500 from NCFB

**Collegiate Discussion Meet**

**First Place** –
- Trip to AFBF YF&R Leadership Conference
- $1000 from NCFB
- Plaque

**Runners Up** –
- $250 from NCFB